Integrating JoVE Content into Your LMS (Learning Management System)

Embed Individual Videos
The simple and easy way to add videos one by one into your LMS.

- No need to involve your LMS administrator
- The process is straightforward - faculty can complete the integration themselves
- Please note, only videos can be embedded and the additional materials available on JoVE article pages such as text protocols cannot be included

✔ Your institution’s JoVE Curriculum Specialist can provide simple instructions specific to your LMS

Upload Common Cartridges
Common Cartridges provide a set of embed codes in a single file.

- Integrate multiple videos at once
- No need to involve your LMS administrator
- The process is straightforward - faculty can complete the integration themselves
- Please note, only videos can be embedded and the additional materials available on JoVE article pages such as text protocols cannot be included
- This option is available for JoVE Education content only, not JoVE Research content

✔ A common cartridge can be requested from your institution’s JoVE Curriculum Specialist

Connect through Learning Tool Interoperability (LTI)
LTI is a standard that allows for two way communication between an LMS and JoVE. Your institution’s IT administrators will work with JoVE’s IT department to secure the connection and test it, in most cases within 30 minutes. Once configured, you can add JoVE content directly into your LMS.

- Provides a more immersive user experience; this integration includes videos and additional content from JoVE article pages
- The content you add via LTI can be tailored to your specific needs; as a user you can select just the specific videos you want
- All JoVE Research and Education content can be added
- JoVE has detailed set up and troubleshooting protocols for most commonly used LMSs (Canvas, Blackboard, Moodle, and Brightspace)

✔ To integrate content via LTI, provide your institution’s JoVE Curriculum Specialist with contact information for your LMS administrator so they can complete the set up.

Not sure who your JoVE Curriculum Specialist is?
Just email us at customersuccess@jove.com to get connected.